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ABSTRACT

My work explores the transformation of one’s self through the observation, collection,
and exploration of nature. I am drawn to the moments that prompt change within each of our
lives, and how these moments alter our interpretation of our surroundings. Although I am
interested in creating a universal conversation about our interactions in nature, the work I
create focuses on my own experiences. Through the exploration, collection, and alteration of
objects, I create art for the viewer to investigate and contemplate their own interactions with
nature.
Through the act of exploration, my curiosity for the natural world and keenness for
observation developed. My early experiences influence how I navigate and interpret my
surroundings today. I focus on the observations of place and my own collection of organic
material to develop my own interpretation of moments within my life.
By using a variety of materials and processes, this body of work investigates time, place,
and memory. here, now unravels the importance of those concepts in relation to my material
usage for each piece created. Who we are is a result of our experiences from these elements, and
it is through this body of work that I invite the viewer to contemplate their impact on their own
surroundings.
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CHAPTER I:
OBSERVATION, BALANCE, AND UNDERSTANDING

Growing up in a small, low-income family impacted the way I navigated and viewed the
world around me from an early age. Because of my father's military status, we were continuously
moving into new locations and environments. Often, we lived on military bases, where we were
close enough for him to walk to work. My mom had a small red wagon that both my brother and
I rode in from place to place up until when I was old enough to walk on my own. It wasn’t until I
was seven years old and had settled back in my birth state of Louisiana that we owned a working
vehicle. Even then, walking to and from places was still a necessary part of our everyday life.
Although I spent a great deal of my youth navigating outside on foot, I had a fear and
misunderstanding of the natural world around me. Settling into the south meant I encountered
the different ways that my extended family provided for themselves through hunting and
fishing. The often gruesome and dirty reality of providing for oneself did not spark any interest
for me early on and ultimately deterred my interest in nature. It wasn’t until I was older that I
began to appreciate the natural world and how it maintains balance, not only in the
environment, but within myself as well.
Despite my early protest, I grew fond of walking, and it has become a part of my
everyday. Depending on the time of year, I would smell the flowers in bloom, run through piles
of gathered leaves, or walk through rainstorms. These experiences slowly began to build upon
my character. No matter the day, I always seemed to create an extravagant story to tell in an
effort to make the treks more bearable. Through these silly, fabricated stories, I was beginning
to pay more attention to my surroundings, incorporating whatever nature had provided each
day. As I became more focused on the observation of the elements around me, my appreciation
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grew along with my understanding. It was then that I became aware that we experience birth,
growth, death, and decay in some new way every day.
As I began to expand beyond my early misunderstandings of southern living, I started to
collect objects like rocks and flowers because of their textures, colors, and forms. In some way, it
became necessary to preserve these fleeting moments. The collection of objects continued to
expand through the years to encompass not only rocks and flowers, but also included
photographs and sketches as well. These various, disparate collection of items all still served the
same purpose of preserving moments in time through observation.
For my own experiences, walking from place to place is still a crucial part of my everyday
routine. Regardless of weather conditions or personal dilemmas, I am forced to focus on the
“here and now” of the environment around me. As I navigate through the natural world and the
process of creating the work, I also invite the viewer to consider their own encounters affect
them on a larger and smaller scale. It is through asking the viewer to stop and consider, that I
aim for them to also reflect on their role in the environment.
Through my family origins, my own personal experiences, and the collection of objects, I
have created the exhibition here, now. My own experiences influence what I collect, and from
this collection, I create art that commemorates nature. The overall intention of my artwork is to
call into consideration the roles time, memory and place have on the past, present, and future.
This is done through the manipulation of material and space, and how I consider these physical
changes in relation to our own experience in the world. The ability to adapt is based on past
events and has the ability to shape our future experiences. While writing about and creating
here, now, I thought about the different encounters we all have with the life cycle and how it
impacts us. Because of the nature of the exhibition, it is crucial for the viewer to not just see the
work, but experience it.
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CHAPTER II:
THE ACQUISITION AND THE COLLECTION

There is a parallel in how I create artwork with how I explore and experience the natural
world. My approach is playful and contemplative, as I am continuously investigating what is set
before me. Through the act of walking, I am able to explore and think while gathering
inspiration and materials. The process of physically interacting with a space is important in the
overall acquisition of the items that derive from it. The actions of gathering and navigating
inform the overall material choices for the works in here, now. In my early childhood, I would
collect various rocks and flowers for their colors and forms. But through the years, I have shifted
my focus to taking photographs and drawing sketches of the different landscapes I have
encountered, (Figure 1). This interest has resulted in expanding my collection to include plants
and rocks, but this time with the desire to learn their names and histories.
The word collection can be seen as problematic to some. Rather than solely collecting for
the sake of having, I collect as a means of studying and preserving. Through the act of gathering,
I am able to learn more about flora and fauna. I firmly believe that everyone can better
understand, appreciate, and form a relationship with our surroundings if we only take the time
to investigate with a sense of curiosity. With that curiosity, we are able consider what it is that
we want to collect. For some, this requires opening a book or an internet browser, and it can
even mean looking through the shelves at a store, but for me, and many others, I begin my
process by going for a walk.
Similar to the process and work of artist Tracey Deep, I am looking at various
components and considering their potential. Deep’s daily routine consists of going for walks and
seeking out objects of visual value. She originally began her career as a florist, soon finding
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herself taking the natural pieces she had and creating sculptural compositions. This process of
acquisition inspires how I approach my own collection. It is through the act of walking and
investigating our surroundings that we are able to reflect upon ourselves. Walking can be a form
of how some people think, understand, and investigate, and with the fabricated environment
I've created for here, now, the concept of exploring that space is one of the biggest components.
Just as I walk through the natural world, I also invite the viewer to experience the work by
navigating through the space, and spending time with each piece.
Generally, it is understood that a collection is a grouping of items of similar quality that
have been removed from their original space. Collections can serve different purposes based on
the objects within their possession. As for me, my collection is disparate in so many ways, there
is no obvious connection between all the items included. The main connection is that all the
objects relate to my experience in nature. The use of the word “object” when referring to nature
is cold and stagnant. It seems that by removing organic matter from the wilderness, it no longer
serves its intended purpose, nor is it considered to be wild. However, the fragments that I
acquire are leaves, seeds, and wood, and generally serve multiple purposes, (Figure 2). These
pieces become a part of a larger collection, which consists of various forms of documented
materials from various places. The time I spend outdoors shapes who I am, and because of the
relationship I have with nature, I think it is important to preserve these moments. This is why
my collection of photographs, drawings, and plant matter serve as my memory bank. My desire
to obtain natural components is a means of recording moments that I fear I might forget. These
components, which come from various places in my life, create a set of memories that allow me
to recall moments in life that have shaped my persona.
As I’ve previously stated, the removal of an item from its original place can change in
meaning and take on additional contexts. For example, the seed pod of a maple is easily
identifiable, and if found beneath a tree during late spring, it is apparent as to why it is there.
Yet, when that same seed pod is found during an excursion, removed, and placed on a shelf, it
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shifts to being a symbol for events that led to that moment. It then becomes a marker for
external experiences and how they are internally processed (134, Stewart).
In an article discussing what “collection” is, especially in the context of art, Kevin
Melchionne discusses Jean Baudrillard’s theory that collecting is seen as neurotic and
compulsive. Melchionne states, “Since collected objects no longer serve any practical function,
they have no meaning outside the act of acquisition. It is pure acquisition, for Baudrillard, which
defines collecting, caught in the obsessional, repetition of acquisition, the collector is forever
seeking the next piece.” Ultimately his theory is that “collecting is obsessive evasion of reality, in
fact, neurosis” (Melchionne). This argument of Baudrillard’s leaves no room for any other
theory. The act of collecting has simply become similar to the definition of insanity, seeking to
gain more satisfaction over and over again, only to be met with a temporary ecstasy. However,
Melchionne counters that argument stating that “to give collecting its due is to see it
as the complex world of wandering, hunting, rummaging, examining, selecting, bargaining,
swapping, buying, preserving, restoring, ordering, cataloging, completing, upgrading,
researching, and displaying.” The extensive list of what collecting truly boils down to shows that,
especially in our contemporary world, the act of taking in an object goes beyond a simple claim
of neurosis. The list is physically, emotionally, and mentally intensive at points, and encourages
a greater understanding of what it is that we acquire. Collecting can be seen as the apps on your
cell phone, the buying of shoes, and in my own case, the gathering of nature. My core collection
consists of dried leaves and flowers, sometimes rocks, and mostly wood. These materials are a
grouping of moments that I’ve experienced and aim to share with the viewer when using them
within the art. Baudrillard’s argument for collecting dismisses any re-visitation of past obtained
items. By saying that there is only temporary joy found in the moment of acquiring discounts
what potential one’s collection can function as.
By revisiting an object in the collection, much like recalling a memory, one is able to
revisit something of value. However, that memory is generally only important to those who have
experienced it. Rabi Mroué, when discussing his collection, states;
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“Today I possess what resembles an archive, or let's say I possess a real archive that
relates only to me: a kind of added memory that occupies different corners of my
domestic space, despite the fact that I do not actually need it. It is an invented memory
that is exhausting me, and which I cannot liberate myself from. For this reason, I will
uncover some parts of my archive, hoping that, by making it public - I can get rid of its
weight. This will be my attempt to destroy a memory that doesn’t know how to erase
itself.”

Mroué realizes that his memories will play a part in his future experiences, but is seeking
to liberate himself in whichever way necessary. His liberation is found through the sharing of his
“archive.” Although I do not have an archive of unaltered experiences, like Mroué, I have a
collection of memories and thoughts in which I intend to share with the viewer. But what exactly
is it that I aim to share with the viewer?
Thinking, walking, exploring, documenting, and acquiring are repetitive in the process of
creating my collection. But it is those acts that parallel my creative process in the studio and are
necessary to share with the viewer. When they approach my large rust prints, or experience the
rustling of paper, it isn’t necessary for them to know verbatim what memories I stow away. What
is important is the experience that they have with the work. By utilizing elements like scale and
material, I pull the viewer in for a closer examination of what sculptures are before them and
encourage the viewer to revisit their own experiences while also creating new ones with my
work.
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CHAPTER III:
TIME: MATERIAL, MEMORY, AND EXPERIENCE

We determine our days and actions through different manifestations of time, arriving
from one place to the next and even experiencing a variety of changes. I explore the impact time
has on material and memories, and how it changes our overall experiences of places in the
present and future within my own artistic practice. Materials, depending on their nature, can
adapt or change through extended periods of time. Memories, the recollections of past events
and places, can form and alter over time, as well. We can experience time in a multitude of ways,
physically and internally noticing as it shifts.
On a clear day, by simply holding up a hand and aligning the fingers above the horizon
line just below the sun, one has the the ability to determine how much sunlight is left within that
day. This fundamental practice is a reminder of how swiftly light changes in relation to time,
affecting what is visually set before us. The use of light is fundamental in the display of my art,
not just in how the work is seen, but also how we encounter the shadow. Shadow bridges the gap
between my two-dimensional and three-dimensional work. For as long as light is present, even if
just a tiny flicker, so too is the presence of the shadows. “To step into [a] shadow is to become a
part, if only for this moment… shadows are not flat shapes projected upon the ground (but
rather dense and voluminous spaces)” (Abram). We can determine the time of day by simply
examining a shadow, and through that process we are reminded of impermanence, (Figure 3).
“They are time-dependent realms that change their contours with the hour and the season,
momentary life zones where the shadow-casting mountain or boulder or body quietly envelops
and gathers a range of other bodies under its sway” (Abram). One of the greatest excitements I
get, through the process of taking all of my materials and bringing them together, is the moment
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when I put light directly upon the final sculpture. The shadow begins to show a side of the work
that was previously hidden away and creates an experience of frozen time. This use of the
shadow can be seen in the piece Beginning of an End, [PLATE 1]. By establishing the shadow,
there becomes a platform, or a designated space, in which the viewer can recollect their
experiences (23, Saltzman). This use of shadow as an additional material is fundamental in the
experience of the exhibition as a whole.
This consideration of shadow and light in relation to time is also evident in the video
Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too, [PLATE 14]. Throughout the video, the light shifts from
warm to cool, while brightening at times. In that 4 minute video, the viewer has the change to
experience the the movement of the paper paired with audio of birds and bugs. The piece is
reminiscent of the changes one experience in a day while backpacking in the wilderness. It was
critical to explore this installation through the use of time-based media as a means of exploring
other ways light and shadow can impact the viewer.
Although it resides in the past, memory is also an important to my process. Each piece
in here, now has its origins in the organic materials I’ve gathered through the years. These
pieces of nature that I’ve collected and studied embody memories. My memories are only
directly known through my point of view and recollection. But through the use of textures found
on my materials and the material choice, I can lay the grounds for the viewer to place their own
past experience, giving them the opportunity to further understand the work. Memories are
intangible, but play one of the larger roles through the entire process, as they are just as
impermanent as many of the other materials I’ve used throughout the entire exhibition.
Wood, leaves, and other organic matter are heavily present within my work. Many of the
pieces I utilize are pieces that are off-cuts, and generally meant for disposal. However, I’ve found
joy in taking in these disposed materials and finding new ways to give them meaning paying. I
do so by highlighting the very features that naturally occur within that plants lifespan. Through
this act of refining the materials, it is my way of paying homage to nature and it’s cyclical
process. Just by examining the grain in a cross-cut in wood, one can learn what has occurred
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over the tree’s lifespan, all while remembering that it came from a seed. It is that same essence
of time that can be found in my use of inorganic materials, as well.
In contrast to my use of leaves, wood, and seeds, I incorporate materials like steel, cast
iron, paper, and fabric. Though these are man-made objects, they have the ability to weather
over time depending on circumstance. When materials like iron and steel are left unattended
and exposed to the elements, they oxidize, creating layers of rust. The residual mark left by rain
and rust can vary from a light, dusty orange to a dark, flaky brown, based on the amount of time
it is left untreated. The process of laying down rusted materials on a porous surface, with the aid
of salt, vinegar, and peroxide, is known as rust printing,(Figure 4). While making several of my
large prints, I manipulated the metal to change the outcome. This can be seen in my larger print,
A Map to Forgiveness, [PLATE 13]. In doing so, I am able to explore time through imagery and
residue. Textiles can wear down and show the effect of time and environment as well. Its toll can
come from sun or wind damage and even the tampering of other beings, resulting in fading,
ripping, and shredding. These various textures are evidence of time and the mark it can leave
behind.
Past events have the ability to alter who we are and the actions we take. This idea of the
past impacting the present and future is the result of the environment we exist in, and in some
ways leans toward the question; is it nurture or nature? That question generally focuses on
genetic factors and is not necessarily something I look directly at, but instead apply in my
practice. I’ve considered this idea much during the creation of this body of work. As I embark
on learning about components in nature, I consider the impact nature has with our general
experiences in our day-to-day environments. Rather than contenting the two together, I think
they both affect who we are at various points in our life. And it is through these past events that
we are able to fabricate connections with others.
The world is continuously changing and does so over the span of time. Through my
investigations of material, both the tangible and intangible, I have been able to express the use
of time and its importance. The importance of time is a driving force in our lives, and this
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impermanence is something we should acknowledge and pay mind to. This idea is evident in the
exhibition through the alterations of materials and shadow. With the use of titles and the work
itself, I address time on a larger scale.
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CHAPTER IV:
ADAPTION

This body of work has challenged my own perceptions of material, space, and scale. It
has also allowed me to think about my work and the space it inhabits in a new, adaptive way.
With the use of both traditional and non-traditional mediums, I set out to explore how we see
those materials, and then I ask myself, can one material mimic the other successfully? Through
that initial question and the process that follow, I explore what adaption meant on a conceptual
level. By taking that concept and applying it to my creative process, there are a number of
material and surface explorations that occur within the pieces that address one's ability to adapt.
In addition, I explore how my perception of my thoughts and surroundings alters each piece.
When I set out to create this work, I had the intent of solely making objects that would be
walked around. However, I began to make connections to my explorations and the gallery space.
As I progressed with each piece, I began to realize the impact that I could have on the viewer by
creating an environment within a gallery space while still having individual pieces. By
implementing the installation process with the sculptures, I imitate my own collections that
document the landscape as a whole and the singular items I remove from those places.
The culmination of organic and inorganic matter that forms my work, together in its
final form, explores how the pieces adapt and mimic one another. The sheets of steel are forged
and fabricated to resemble more organic shapes, while the natural materials like the wood are
cut and sanded to have refined, smooth edges. Although the materials blend the characteristics
of the other item, they present a display of visual balance, as well. This process of imitation
shows the impact that one item has on the other, and overall it shows that object's ability to
adapt. If this same idea were applied to the real world, we would be the “man-made” objects
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and, the natural materials would obviously be nature. When someone begins to interact with the
natural world, they become more aware of their surroundings and the impact they not only have
on the environment, but that the environment has on them. This adaption is something I find
prevalent when facing experiences, which is why I decided to create an installation while
incorporating smaller works of art as well. The smaller works are individual and do not have
repetitive qualities that are like some of the larger installation works. By having some smaller
components, I can focus on the intimate interaction that the viewer has with a piece. The larger
pieces focus on texture and form to create a more enveloping environment as seen in Rising and
Shifting, [PLATE 14]. I believe that the qualities of both the large and small works have the
ability to create a platform for different viewers to find a moment of contemplation.
Sometimes when working with the organic objects to create each piece of art, they
undergo various stresses and do not hold up to my intentions. Dried leaves have the potential to
crumble, or pecky wood may fall apart. These materials carry a narrative from their past life,
and in my work I find it important to not disguise or rid that object of it, but rather accent it. The
process of mending broken pieces came as a means of keeping certain pieces together, and
highlighting their imperfections. These types of adaptations included processes like stitching the
leaves back together or filling in voids with color-altered resin, like in the piece We will do like
the Roots Do, [PLATE 11]. In the presentation of my work, I did not want to hide any of those
flaws. By repairing these broken portions, it becomes a means of healing. Through this healing,
we are able to process the present in a more coherent and understanding way. These moments
of struggle are naturally occurring, necessary to the overall story that these pieces have, and are
relevant to our own lives. This is all a means of adaptation. Plants and animals share the ability
to adapt as a survival mechanism and it is adaption that is also vital in how I make artistic
decisions about materiality and form. here, now is presented in a way that provokes a sense of
playfulness, curiosity, and understanding through the use of time, memory, and place. The use
of varying materials, alterations of space, and the consideration for how the viewer interacts
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with them is all intended to open up a platform in which the viewer can investigate while
considering their own presence in their surroundings.
Along with the use of textures to imitate nature and create visual interest, I incorporate
color throughout my work to reference my own experiences. I categorize words associated with
people, events, emotions, and places with the use of color. Many of the pieces in here, now
display this cross-wiring of senses in the color choices I have made. This experience, known as
grapheme color synesthesia, is how I process my thoughts and memories. The viewer’s
experience with particular colors will vary from my own. Through the work, I am inviting the
view to see as I see, and I do so by using words that I associate with particular colors in the titles.
With the input of my own internal processing in addition to the alteration of material, I
am exploring ones ability to imitate. Although my work is not a direct imitation of nature, there
are similar qualities of time that can be found through the use of light, color, and form. By
creating installations that capture the audience, I hope that they approach the work with the
same sense of curiosity that I have when walking in the woods. The rustling of the paper, the
scattering of dyed sawdust, the rocking wooden forms, and the large-scaled rust prints all are
meant to bring the viewer in, and give them the time and space to contemplate in that very
moment.
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CHAPTER V:
CONCLUSION

Through the act of observation, we begin to look at our surroundings and consider the
importance of each element. here, now investigates ideas surrounding time, place adaption, and
memory. When collecting, whether it's the physical act or in our memory, we begin to see
ourselves and our larger impact on the world. With collecting and observing, it becomes evident
that our environments are composed of multiple complex pieces.
Although my early years were consumed with misunderstanding, I eventually found
appreciation for the many facets of nature. This appreciation corresponded with the desire to
better myself and my impact, while also creating stronger relationships with my surroundings.
The more I put myself in the wilderness, the more I challenge both my physical capabilities and
my understandings of the world. Through these hardships and triumphs, I adapt, and build
upon my own character while adding new experiences to my own memory bank. Ultimately
these experiences are what shape my perceptions, and in the end, shape the choices that went
into creating the exhibition.
By creating a mix of two-dimensional and three-dimensional work, I gain the ability to
manipulate the space in which the viewer interacts. Through the alteration of the way the work
is encountered, I intend for the viewer to be mindful of their physical and mental experience
within the gallery in order to pull that same mindfulness out into their everyday. By taking the
time to be considerate of our surroundings, we become more aware of our identity within place
and time. By paying attention, seeking, and exploring, we have the ability to connect to others
and gain a greater understanding of our outward impact.
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here, now embodies the many subtleties I am drawn to in nature. This exhibition is
meant to highlight the fleeting moments in our lives and provoke an appreciation for all the
minutia that are involved. Because of the nature of installation art and different installation
spaces, the show will continue to change in its presentation with each new install, serving as a
reminder to focus on the moment at hand. It is critical remember that there is always room for
growth and improvement, something that nature reminds us of constantly.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
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Beginning of an End

Beginning of an End utilizes paper, steel, and wood, and mimics new plant growth. The
use of rust in this piece is meant to signify marks of a materials past. The steel and paper are
sprouting in different directions, allowing for varying depths of shadows. The idea behind this
piece is to represent ones ability to adapt despite the end or the past.
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Beginning of an End
Wood, steel wire, paper, rust, acrylic paint
19” x 17” 15.5”

[PLATE 1]
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Beginning of an End (detail)
Wood, steel wire, paper, rust, acrylic paint
19” x 17” 15.5”

[PLATE 2]
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New Growth, Old Scars
Similar in concept to Beginning of an End, New Growth, Old Scars utilizes the marks
made in the steel to insinuate past events surfacing in new areas. The placement of the steel
protruding from the center of the woods ring’s is to denote growth. The use of the white pigment
is to represent a new beginning. The combination of materials and the surface treatment is used
to represent how we carry past events with us.
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New Growth, Old Scars
Wood, steel wire, paper, rust, acrylic paint
48” x 21” 12”

[PLATE 3]
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New Growth, Old Scars (detail)
Wood, steel, spray paint
48” x 21” 12

[PLATE 4]
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Of Little Rain

The use of color in this particular piece is reminiscent of a particular moment in my life.
When examining the surface of the paint, the blue is cracked, revealing a deep, orange and red
beneath. The title insinuates that there is a deprivation of sorts, resulting in a revelation. The use
of shadow is also important in this piece, as it represents layers beneath the surface and the time
that has passed.
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Of Little Rain
Wood, steel, spray paint
25” x 9”x 3.5”

[PLATE 5]
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Of Little Rain (detail)
Wood, steel, spray paint
25” x 9” x 3.5”

[PLATE 6]
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The Parallels of Compromise and Freedom
When constructing this piece, I contemplated what orientation would best suite it. The
wooden portion of the piece, hangs on the wall, while the steel component is connected at one
tiny spot. From there, the two organic forms run parallel to one another. Visually, the delicate
balance and connection of the two components represents a thin line of compromise and
freedom, which are both attributes of an individuals persona.
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The Parallels of Compromise and Freedom
Wood, Steel, Spray paint
9” x 3.5” x 3”

[PLATE 7]
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Seeds: Will We be the Lucky Few? (installation detail)
Seeds: Will We be the Lucky Few? is an installation piece, that is comprised of smaller
wooden and steel forms resting on a bed of colored saw dust and shavings. The individual
“seeds” vary in their sizes and number of components that are attached. Some of these pieces
have the ability to rock back and forth, showing more capability of mobility that that of other
pieces. The use of the saw dust and shavings function as a separation from the ground, but also
imitate small fragments of a forest floor.
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Seeds: Will We be the Lucky Few? (installation detail)
Bark, Steel, Wood Shaving and Dust
Dimensions Vary

[PLATE 8]
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Color of the Moon
This particular piece utilizes the contrast of color to bring the viewer in. The natural stain
used to dye the paper, matches the wood, while contrasting the blue painted steel. Despite the
differences of material and treatment, the piece works to create balance through the
complimentary colors. The title, Color of the Moon, derives from several facets. The moon is a
symbol of time, as each phase distributes light differently over time. The term “blue moon” is
also used to represent a rare occurrence or something that only happens once within a season.
The use of blue reference Rebeccas Solnit’s work, as she discusses the color blue representing
longing.
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Color of the Moon
Wood, paper, paint, natural stains, steel
12” x 12” x 6”

[PLATE 9]
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We Will Do like the Roots Do

This particular piece utilizes a man-made material that isn’t seen in much of the other
work. The use of resin and dye highlight that cracks within the wood. In the natural world, trees
communicate with one another through their root system, and have the ability to send nutrients
to one another. Much like other pieces in the exhibition, this piece utilizes steel that protrudes
from an area showing potential growth and survival. This concept of hidden nurturing
connections is something I think carries over into our daily lives.
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We Will Do like the Roots Do
Wood, steel, spray paint, resin, alcohol ink
42” x 19” x 7”

[PLATE 10]
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We Will Do like the Roots Do (detail)
Wood, steel, spray paint, resin, alcohol ink
42” x 19” x 7”

[PLATE 11]
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We Will Do like the Roots Do (detail)
Wood, steel, spray paint, resin, alcohol ink
42” x 19” x 7”

[PLATE 12]
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A Map to Forgivness

This rust print is the largest within the exhibition. A Map to Forgiveness addresses the
time, motions, and residue that come along with finding forgiveness in moments of hardship.
The large scale is intended to provoke a sense of awe from viewing far away. There is also
something captivating about viewing the piece in close proximity. The surface of the work,
because of the nature of rust printing, is slightly raised in some areas. These small details are
exciting to see upon close examination, and provoke a sense of wonder for the piece as a whole.
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A Map to Forgivness
Rust, vinyl, wooden cleat
9’ x 12”

[PLATE 13]
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Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too

Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too is an installation piece that can take on various forms.
In this particular setting, it is installed in a small space, and utilizes a number of external
mechanisms in an effort to create movement. Throughout the video, altered sounds of birds and
bugs are layered, creating a dream-like effect. The use of external sounds in addition to the manmade installation is intended to mimic my own backpacking journeys in the wilderness. The use
of light and shadow is important in referencing the transition of time and its impact on how we
navigate through a journey.
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Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too (video still)

[PLATE 14]
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Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too (video still)

[PLATE 15]
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Setting, Shifting, and Rising, Too (video still)

[PLATE 16]
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Figure 1. Knik Glacier, Alaska
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Figure 2. Parts of the Collection
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Figure 3. Shadow in Louisiana
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Figure 4. Process
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VITA
Gabrielle Dinger is a native of Morgan City, Louisiana. She received her Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree with an emphasis in Sculpture at Nicholls State University in May of 2016. During
her time as an undergraduate student, she began to take interest in the natural world, and
continued to explore and utilize aspects of nature to influence her later art during graduate
school.
Gabrielle began her time at the University of Mississippi, pursing a Master of Fine Arts
Degree with an emphasis in sculpture in the fall of 2017. During her time her there, she explored
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional work. She has had the opportunity to serve as a
steering committee member for the 2018 International Conference on Contemporary Cast Iron
Art, and will be serving her second term as a steering committee member for workshops on the
2021 National Conference of Contemporary Cast Iron Art and Practices. In addition, Gabrielle
has been the recipient of a several awards during her time at the university, including
Outstanding Sculpture Student Award in 2019, the Student Art Association Award in 2020,
and was nominated by the Department of Art and Art History for the Graduate Achievement
Award, which she later received through the College of Liberal Arts in 2020. She’s also received
Best in Show for the Student Summer Exhibition in 2019 and has received the Outstanding
Sculpture Award two years in a row for the Mississippi Collegiate Art Competition from
2019-2020.
Through the opportunities she has had at UM, Gabrielle has enjoyed the ability to work
with multiple mediums. Following her time after graduate school, she intends to continue
exploring the connections between the land and her artwork, all while sharing those experiences
with others.
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